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Ian McGibbon

New Zealand’s Vietnam War provides a comprehensive and authoritative
account of New Zealand’s involvement in the Vietnam War, one that
will remain the standard reference work on the subject for decades. Its
publication will complete the programme of official war history production
that began in 1945.
This work focuses on what New Zealand did in South Vietnam, as the
reasons for this country’s involvement and opposition to it have already
been covered in book form. It traces in detail the operations carried out by
New Zealand forces in Vietnam and seeks to illuminate the experience of
New Zealand soldiers fighting in a guerrilla war
Key Points
New Zealand Vietnam War covers:
• The command structure
• Logistic support
• Operational context of fighting within a primarily Australian framework
Friendly fire incidents
• Atrocity allegations
• Veterans’ grievances, including over Agent Orange
• Maori participation in V Force
• The efforts of civilians in South Vietnam
• The dramatic end of the New Zealand involvement in South Vietnam
– with surgical teams and the New Zealand Embassy evacuated by
RNZAF Bristol Freighters just before the communist victory
• The war’s troubled aftermath, culminating in the Prime Minister’s
apology to veterans in 2007
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